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Q & A with Susan Rich: 
Author, traveler and educator

Q: You open Cloud Pharmacy with a quote from art critic and poet John Berger: “What makes a photograph 
a strange invention--with unforeseeable consequences--is that the primary materials are light and time.” 
Why this quote? 

The epigraph that begins a book is an idiosyncratic object. As the author, I think of the epigraph as a lyrical code 
to the poems; a slender key.  For my previous books, I really struggled to choose just one quote, sometimes in-
cluding two different ones until days before the book went to press. 

Cloud Pharmacy was different. When I read John Berger’s words, I realized that his declaration on photography’s 
genesis describes a certain kind of poetry as well. At first glance, it’s a deceivingly simple statement; we know that 
photographs demand good light, even after dark. “Timed exposures” is  part of the vocabulary of the medium. 
In my book, the poems employ light and time as basic materials. Another way to state this might be that poetry 
needs a cultivated distance from lived experience and the “light” of insight. 

Q: Women and photography are often seen muses in your poems. How did you come to be drawn to early 
feminist art?

Like many things in my life, my attraction to early women photographers was by pure accident. Seeing one pho-
tograph by the Northwest photographer, Myra Albert Wiggins is responsible for my jump into ekphrastic poet-
ry --- poetry inspired by visual art. While waiting for a friend to get off work, I stumbled on a show of Pioneer 
Northwest Women Photographers at Seattle’s Frye Art Museum. I’ve written about the heady experience in an 
article for Oregon Quarterly.  

“The trick photography and multiple 
exposure self portraits blew my mind. 
Here was surrealism before surrealism 
was invented. Here was a woman artist 
trying to find her way in a world that 
largely ignored her genius. Here was 

new territory for my own work.” 
-Susan Rich

http://www.oregonquarterly.com/winter2010/feature3.php 


Conversation contiued from previous page...

For Cloud Pharmacy, I “met” Hannah Maynard on the shelves of a used bookstore. Only one book exists on the 
work of this Victorian photographer, The Magic Box, The Eccentric Genius of Hannah Maynard. The trick photog-
raphy and multiple exposure self portraits blew my mind. Here was surrealism before surrealism was invented. 
Here was a woman artist finding her way in a world that largely ignored her genius. Here was new territory for 
my own work. 

Q: This is your fourth published poetry collection. How does it differ from your past publications?

I’ve talked with a good friend of mine, an Irish poet, about the fact that each book gets harder to write, more 
difficult to justify unless the work pushes into new territory, risks something new. In Cloud Pharmacy, the poems 
tend towards a new kind of surrealism. 

Q: The chapter layout is quite unique; could you explain the effect the section titles have on the movement of 
the collection? 

In the past, I’ve arranged the poems into three sections. This time I played with that progression and inserted one 
more, “Dark Room” before the final curtain. The book begins with “Apothecary” which seems to me the place a 
Cloud Pharmacy should begin! It’s a physical place in which to get acquainted with the themes of the book, from 
the introduction of clouds, to the wildfires of early childhood, to what it means to live an examined life. 

I shouldn’t say this but my favorite sequence is “Dark Room,” where the ekphrastic poems based on Hannah 
Maynard’s haunting self portraits live. This section feels the riskiest, the rawest, to me. In the final section, “An-
other Way of Telling” I question whether narrative truth can be believed. The title poem “Cloud Pharmacy” 
appears here so that readers will hopefully read to the end.

“Rich’s gorgeous poems affix moments, both magnificent and minute. 
And in exquisite and playful poems, a pageant of a life in process develops 

before our eyes.”

—Oliver de la Paz, Post Subject

At times surreal, often leavened with a wry black humor, echoing Elizabeth Bishop, 
these poems create an “ecstatic theology” in which ambivalence--does this 

passionate heady speaker want to live “jig-sawed together” or “lonely as brooms”?
--is both song and argument.  

-Catherine Barnett, The Game of Boxes


